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Abstract
Can a system existing in rigid order be taken back to a state
of malleability, a space of potential not yet actualized?
If creation reduces the infinite to produce the finite,
then in the simplest sense, creation is the process of bringing
something tangible, real, out of the ether—out of the primordial chaos of possibility. The technique of defamiliarization
can be viewed as an agent of de-creation, the active reversal
of creation, in order to make creation possible once again.
As such it holds spiritual power in its own right.
In pursuit of this state of renewed potentiality, I use
methods of defamiliarization to draw my audiences into immersive, participatory narrative environments that precipitate
encounters with and within alternate non-social contexts—
nature, death, deep space, the dreaming world. In these often
ineffably vast spaces, rigid spatial, temporal, and sensory parameters are manipulated, disrupting perceptual orientation.
There is an infinite stepping in and stepping out of this space
of potential, allowing for symbolic expressions of an inward
story to unfold. From this suspended vantage point, the present is turned into uncharted territory.
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The human heart contains multiple types of contraction cells,
allowing it to beat in different patterns. Yet irregularity, the shift
from one pattern to another, generates in the brain. The beat
of a heart disconnected from the brain will be perfectly regular.
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The Familiar
Doesn’t Need Us
Mathematician Michael Frame1 recalls a childhood memory:
On a summer evening while visiting his grandparents,
he was lying on the driveway with his grandfather, watching
the stars come out in the darkening, deepening blue of the sky.
Deep is the key word here. Watching the transition of the colors, Frame recalls experiencing a moment of dizziness, a disorientation of the senses. He wasn’t looking up anymore,
but rather peering down into impossible depths.
He describes it as a kind of trance. The physical world
around him faded away, and he was overtaken by the feeling
of falling. And right outside of reach, almost close enough,
was a vague sense of understanding. But understanding what?
Just then, his grandfather asked, “Did you fall asleep?”
Still half-entranced, Frame said, “No, I was just about
to wake up.” He realized he didn’t know what he meant by this.
Now, more than half a century later, Frame describes
that moment as central to his life’s work. All the decades spent
in the fields of mathematics and physics—the papers and the
books written, the students taught—have been an attempt to
figure out what he had meant, all those years ago, by just about
to wake up. That, he says, is the context of his interior life.
Other Realms

1 Michael Frame (b.
1951) is an American
mathematician and
retired Yale professor.
He was a colleague
and frequent collaborator of Benoit
Mandelbrot. At Yale,
Frame was considered a local legend,
his sections always
in highest demand.
His 2016 retirement
tribute thanked him
for ‘opening the eyes
of students to the
mystery and miracle
of the universe.’
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2 Viktor Borisovich
Shklovsky (1893–
1984) was a Russian
and Soviet literary
theorist, critic and
writer. He is one of
the major figures associated with Russian
formalism. Since
the publication of his
1925 work, Theory
of Prose, he has been
regarded as one of
the most important
literary theorists
of the 20th century.

Fragment A
Michael Heizer
2016
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Defamiliarization, or Ostranenie (остранение) in Russian,
is the practice of presenting common things in an unfamiliar,
new or strange way. According to Viktor Shklovsky2, the formalist literary theorist who coined the term more than a century
ago, it is the central concept of art and poetry—what distinguishes the poetic from the practical.
But poetic imagination is practical. And, on a practical level, defamiliarization can be achieved in many ways.
Manipulating our sense of place by disorienting our definition
of where something belongs; motivating us to imagine a physically unattainable point of view by altering our sense of scale;
expanding our sense of materiality by breaking our expectations as to what something feels like; playing with our sense
of sight through light and shadow… really, any familiar parameter of our environment can be made strange.
My specific interest in defamiliarization lies in its effect
on the creation of participatory experiences. To explain what
I mean by that, I’m going to go back for a moment and discuss
what is familiar: imagine a rock. It is a naturally occurring geological formation—it feels solid, heavy, immovable. It does not
require our help to maintain its current state of existence.
It is what it is. The familiar doesn’t invite participation.
The familiar doesn’t need us.
Now look at Fragment
A by Michael Heizer3. Through
upsetting our instinctive
understanding of this object—
our expectations as to its
appropriate place, its weight,
its physical qualities—suddenly, there is room for questions. What is this? What can
it be? Heizer sets up an interference with the expected.

In an act of perceptual reorientation reminiscent of Frame’s
childhood experience, the rock defies gravity. The solid becomes malleable. The malleable is participatory.
This participation can be physical, such as in the context of spatial experiential design or digital interfaces, wherein
we move, navigate, wander. But it can also be mental, an inner
conversation sparked by unmet expectations and sustained
by sensory and visual cues, atmosphere, emotional resonance.
As a designer I’m interested in immersive, interactive
environments and the relationships between the individual
and the often ineffably vast spaces they navigate. How might
these be changed, defamiliarized to ignite and invite participation? How can a system functioning in supposed rigid order
be taken back to a place of potential, of possibility? I am most
drawn to intimate, personal experiences—other realms (nature,
death, deep space, the dreaming world), alternate non-social
contexts as an opportunity for each member of the audience
to be with oneself in uncharted territory.
Defamiliarization is not only a practical means to this
end. It holds spiritual power in its own right. Philosopher and
mystic Simone Weil4 theorized that God—something infinite
and eternal—reduced itself so that the physical world, lesser
and finite, could exist. She claimed that likewise, if humans
are to imitate God, they must renounce their autonomy and
power. She called this process of passive activity decreation.
I agree and disagree with Weil:
Yes, creation reduces the infinite to produce the finite.
In the most basic sense, creation is the process of bringing
something tangible, real, out of the ether—out of the primordial
chaos of possibility. As such we can view defamiliarization as
an agent of de-creation. But no, I don’t believe in the surrendering of autonomy and creative power. On the contrary. So the
de-creation I believe in is of a different kind—the active reversal of creation, in order to make creation possible once again.

The Familiar Doesn’t Need Us
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3 Michael Heizer
(b. 1944) is an American artist specializing in monumental,
site-specific sculptures. Working largely
outside the confines
of the traditional art
spaces of galleries
and museums, Heizer
redefines sculpture
in terms of scale, material and process.
Pioneering the Earthworks movement,
Heizer began creating environmental structures using
earth-moving equipment in the American
West in the 1960’s.

4 Simone Weil
(1909–1943) was a
French philosopher,
mystic, and political activist. Albert
Camus described
her as ‘the only great
spirit of our times’.
She became increasingly aligned with
mysticism as her life
progressed, an unusual path among 20th
century intellectuals.
Most of her writings
did not attract much
attention until after
her untimely death.
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I learned that just beneath the surface there’s another world,
and still different worlds as you dig deeper. I knew it as a kid,
but I couldn’t find the proof.
—David Lynch
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Through the Veil
Wherever we are, and whatever we are doing, at any moment
we are engaging in acts of navigation. Relying on sensory,
contextual and conceptual cues, we make sense of our surroundings and orient ourselves accordingly—simply speaking,
we cultivate our understanding of who we are and what we’re
doing here; we tell ourselves the story of our life.
Our surroundings are often not a physical environment,
but rather a perceptual one; a constellation of concepts, sensory stimuli and rules of internal logic. Watching a film, reading,
interacting with an interface, glimpsing an ad… from the utmost
sublime1 and pause-worthy moments of our lives, to the barely
perceptible minutiae of the mundane, all that is human-made is
designed. And all designed experience is, broadly, the convergence, through sensory, aesthetic and conceptual methods, of
two trajectories of meaning:
The message, that is to say, the inner story of the work,
and the life story of each member of its intended audience.
How does my message fit into the larger life story of the
person who encounters it? What is the sensory, emotional, and
spiritual nature of this encounter?

Other Realms

1 In aesthetics, the
sublime is a greatness (physical, metaphysical, artistic,
intellectual or spiritual) beyond measurement or imitation.
Ever since its early
applications in the
fields of rhetoric and
drama, the concept
has become prominent
in philosophy, art history and literary theory. The term Digital
sublime refers to
similarly awed perceptions of information technology.
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2 Virginia Woolf
(1882–1941) was an
English writer of short
stories, novels and
essays, and a pioneer
in the use of stream
of consciousness as
narrative device. She’s
considered a leading
figure in 20th century
modernist literature.
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In attempting to answer these questions I draw guidance from those whose practices exemplify defamiliarization—
from sources of helpful reference to people whose work has
long informed my own understanding, and love, of the universe.
Shklovsky originally coined defamiliarization in his
1917 essay Art as Device as a means of distinguishing poetic
language from the language of the everyday. On the surface,
Shklovsky’s distinction between poetry and prose may seem
oversimplistic—poetic communication, he claimed, is more
difficult to understand. Yet in this difficulty, in this seeming obstruction of meaning, lies the key to extracting meaning with
amplified clarity; by breaking from mundane language—which
Shklovsky calls economical, easy, proper—we diminish our
risk of ‘over-automatization’, desensitization to our perceptual
surroundings to the point of ‘functioning as though by formula,’
of moving through life on autopilot.
Ever since I can remember, I have been drawn to areas
where the fabric of the universe feels thin, moments of strangeness and enchantment. I believe they hold the power to call us
into a state of greater receptivity, dissolve our hard-shell vision
so that a more expansive appreciation may form.
In Virginia Woolf’s2 posthumously published collection of autobiographical essays, Moments of Being, the author
writes of shock and disorientation as conduits to deeper communication and understanding of the world around us. Shock,
she claims, is at once followed by the desire to explain it. What
ensues are moments of clarity and awareness, wherein the
veil of familiarity is lifted, and we can break through what Woolf
calls the cotton wool of daily life:
Behind the cotton wool is hidden a pattern… the whole
world is a work of art… there is no Shakespeare…
no Beethoven… no God; we are the words; we are the
music; we are the thing itself.

In this section, I survey an array of work by designers,
artists and filmmakers who use the technique of defamiliarization in their practices. I examine the methods with which
they mold and remold the parameters of their audience’s perceptual environments—how do they set and break expectations, continually reorienting our view of their constructed
worlds to facilitate communication, reflection, or a deeper
sense of understanding, of their worlds as well as our own?

Through the Veil
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Nimbus
Berndnaut Smilde
2015
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Stage set for Keith
Warner’s production
of Macbeth, Teater an
der Wien, Es Devlin,
2003

Stage set for David
Farr’s theater adaptation of The Hunt,
Es Devlin, 2019

3 Es Devlin (b. 1971)
is an English stage
designer specializing
in large-scale immersive performative
environments that
fuse sound, language
and light. She has
collaborated with theatrical productions
and musical artists.
She designed the London Olympics closing
ceremony in 2012
and the Rio Olympics
opening ceremony
in 2016. She has been
appointed Commander of the Order of the
British Empire for
services to design,
and Royal Designer
for Industry for theater design.
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Es Devlin3 is an expert in spatial defamiliarization. Her experiential design work in the fields of theatrical and musical stage
design constitutes careful manipulation of the audience’s relational self-perception in comparison to their physical environment in terms of scale, distance and orientation.
In her work for the stage adaptation of The Hunt,
Thomas Vinterberg and Tobias Lindholm’s film about a smalltown witch-hunt run amok, she condenses the narrative action
into a miniature, transparent house-like structure—a plexiglass
abstraction of a house—standing lonesome at center stage.
The audience is drawn to the inner workings of the characters’
lives yet kept at a distance, observing through a mediated surface, spying, peeping in. The result is simultaneously intimate
and intrusive, dreamlike and claustrophobic.
This move echoes a similar method Devlin had pursued
in her set design for Keith Warner’s production of Macbeth,
likewise highlighting an ever-tightening, claustrophobic atmosphere, and the consuming pressure of watchful eyes.
Through the Veil

Devlin’s approach to musical stage design often follows
a contrasting path. Taking advantage of the need to form visual
connection with the audience beyond the barrier of distance,
Devlin often represents the musician’s likeness in exaggerated
scale. Utilizing video, sculpture and kinetic constructions, she
allows the performer—or at least, the audience’s perception
of them—to exist in multiple scales, multiple realms simultaneously. Mirroring the sensory effect of music itself, the performer’s physicality becomes a conduit for immersive experience.

Other Realms

Coachella stage design, Es Devlin, 2018
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4 Neri Oxman (b.
1976) is an IsraeliAmerican designer
who utilizes technologies of computing,
material engineering and 3D printing
to create engaging
objects and immersive
spaces that merge
design and biology.
She founded the Mediated Matter group
at MIT Media Lab.

Vespers III
Neri Oxman
2018
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Neri Oxman4 coined the term Material Ecology, which she
defines as considering computation, fabrication, and the material itself as inseparable dimensions of the design. In her work
she often highlights the promise of this principle by drawing
our attention to the unexpected material qualities, and surprising potentials, of various elements of the natural world. Similar
to Devlin, she forms immersive spaces that evoke a duality
of experience, allowing the audience to temporarily inhabit multiple simultaneous dimensions—living and dead, human and
non-human, present and future.

Through the Veil

Vespers III is a series of death masks
whose appearance is self-generated based
on the wearer’s last breath. Constructed from
bioactive material, the masks are engineered
to produce different pigments when in contact
with microorganisms transmitted by human
breath. Oxman describes the Vespers masks
as reengineering life by guiding living microorganisms through miniscule spatial features
within the artifacts of the dead.
Silk Pavilion is a massive cocoon that combines
synthetic 3D printing with organic manufacturing, utilizing
6,500 real silkworms who act
as a biological printer. This
immersive structure examines
relationships between digital
and biological fabrication
on an architectural dimension,
inspired by silkworms’ ability
to generate a whole cocoon
out of only one single thread.
Aguahoja explores
what Oxman terms nature’s
design space to propose new
manufacturing materials. This
project offers a material alternative to plastic, undercutting
the waste cycle through the
use of biopolymer composites
materially programed to decay
upon return to the earth, thus
fueling new growth.
Other Realms

Silk Pavilion
Mediated Matter
2013

Aguahoja
Mediated Matter
2016
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This haunting music, in turn, regulates the dim, atmospheric lighting of the installation in the adjacent space—
Webs of At-tent(s)ion, which consists of multiple large-scale
glass cubes suspended from the ceiling and filled with the
magnificently intricate creations of various spider species.

Sounding the Air
Tomás Saraceno
2018

5 Tomás Saraceno
(b. 1973) is an Argentine contemporary
artist. His projects,
which include largescale sculptures and
immersive installations, often explore
non-human modes
of sensing and inhabiting the planet.
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An aeolian instrument is a musical instrument that is played
by the wind. Tomás Saraceno5 creates an unusual kind of aeolian instrument in his installation, Sounding the Air, in which
the sound is produced by five threads of spider silk that drift
and resonate with the ambient movement of the air around
them. Real-time video captures the slow, ethereal motion
of the threads and translates it to sonic frequencies—music.
Saraceno calls the result a collective creation improvised by an ensemble of forces and bodies. The body heat
and breath of the human audience coincides with the multitude of existing interactions between environmental forces:
dust, silk, spider, static electricity.
Through the Veil

Right:
Webs of At-tent(s)ion
Tomás Saraceno
2018
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6 Andrei Arsenyevich
Tarkovsky (1932–
1986) was a Soviet
filmmaker, regarded
among the most influential in world cinema. His films, noted
for their meditative
pacing and dreamlike imagery, often
address spirituality,
memory, and nature.
He has said of his
work, ‘The act of creation takes place in
the auditorium… the
viewer is neither my
consumer, nor a judge,
but a co-creator.’
Still from Solaris
(1972), dir. Andrei
Tarkovsky. The protagonist’s last day
on earth.
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As Saraceno’s work deals with unlikely conversations between
species, Tarkovsky’s6 film Solaris meditates on the possibility
and impossibility of communication between person and alien,
or even person and person.
Adapted from Polish science-fiction writer Stanisław
Lem’s7 1961 novel of the same name, the film’s narrative centers on a psychologist sent from Earth to a research station
orbiting a distant ocean planet, to assess its mission’s future
and the mental state of its scientists.
Instead, he finds himself trapped in an impossible
conversation. The ocean, a vast and sentient being, is desperate to communicate. It constructs physical realities based
on its understanding of the people orbiting it. It sends them
messages—visitors, flesh and blood, who look, act and feel
like figures from their deepest guilt-ridden pasts.
With these physical manifestations of their profoundly
felt sentiments, the ocean wants to say, I understand you.
Yet its message is largely unheard. To the recipients, the symbols of this communication signify something else entirely.

Through the Veil

Tarkovsky’s film was
met with disdain and criticism
from Lem. The author maintained that the film deviated
too much from the source
material, and even went as far
as saying that in his adaptation, Tarkovsky had made Crime and Punishment, rather than
Solaris. The reason, perhaps apart from an artist’s overprotectiveness of his creation, is Tarkovsky’s attention, along with
the cosmic-scale questions raised by the ocean, on Earth itself
and the smaller trials of human lives. Opening with slow-pacing,
meditative scenes of the protagonist’s last day on Earth, the
film continues to relay back to humanity in flashbacks, dreams,
and the preoccupations of the research space station’s inhabitants. Even the once-sterile interiors of the station appear gradually haunted with earthly materiality.
Toward the film’s end, there is a conversation between
the human characters about loss. The protagonist talks of people, Earth which he has left behind, about the
impossible notion of loving humanity. One can
only love that which can be lost, he ponders;
we never feel that we might lose humanity until
our connection to it risks severing.
Much like the other great-unknowns
of life, the ocean is vast, all-knowing, and
we are vulnerable before it, all our truths laid
bare. In this sense, the acceptance of a great
unknown means accepting the risk of our own
selves being known. Similarly, does a defamiliarization of the world, a temporary reversal
of our surrounding reality into a primordial
great unknown, open us up to the possibility
of a deeper relationship with it?
Other Realms

Still from Solaris
(1972), dir. Andrei
Tarkovsky. Panorama
view of the sentient
ocean covering the
surface of the planet.

7 Stanisław Lem
(1921–2006) was
a Polish writer of science fiction, as well
as essays on literary
criticism, philosophy and futurology.
Worldwide, he is best
known for the novel
Solaris. Lem’s science
fiction and nonfiction
works alike explore
topics of technology,
human intelligence,
communication with
alien civilizations,
and humanity’s place
in the universe.
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Still from Under
the Skin (2013), dir.
Jonathan Glazer.
A scene of sensory
overload—view
of street overlaid
atop itself; the protagonist’s face.

Imagery from Under
the Skin (2013), dir.
Jonathan Glazer

8 Jonathan Glazer
(b. 1965) is an English
filmmaker, director
and Screenwriter.
He began his career
in theater before transitioning into film.
Over the course of
his career, Glazer’s
directing has included feature and short
films, music videos,
and commercials.
9 Michel Faber (b.
1960) is a Dutch-born
and Australian-raised
writer of Englishlanguage fiction;
he lives in Scotland.
In Scotland, Faber
is considered a Scottish author; in Australia, an Australian.
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Under the Skin, Jonathan Glazer’s8 film adaptation of Michel
Faber’s9 novel, offers us a fever-dream symphony of intersecting perspectives on life on earth—those of its alien protagonist, its human secondary characters, and our own. Branching
wider from its source than Tarkovsky had with Solaris, Glazer
uses the fairly straightforward science-fiction story of an extraterrestrial harvesting humans for meat, as a departure point
for wildly conceptual interpretation.
We are introduced to a view of present-day Scotland
as an untamed frontier, a phantasmagoric wilderness that
the protagonist slowly grows to understand; like her gradual
comprehension of her own manufactured human form, this
understanding is dangerously limited.
We are also given a view of the harvesting, portrayed
in dreamlike sequences where the protagonist’s victims sink
into a dark liquid mass, slowly losing form. Here, we can’t know
for certain whose perspective we are witnessing—the alien,
her human victims, or both, a momentary convergence of consciousness between hunter and hunted.
Through the Veil

Still from Under
the Skin (2013), dir.
Jonathan Glazer.
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10 David Lynch (b.
1946) is an American
filmmaker, painter,
artist, actor, musician,
and writer. Often containing dream scenes
and themes of unreality and the vaguely
supernatural, many
of his films can be
described as surrealist. He is well known
for the hit TV series,
Twin Peaks (1992);
Lynch’s uncompromisingly-weird foray into
mainstream culture
has led film critic
Pauline Kael to label
him ‘the first populist
surrealist.’ His other
major works include
Eraserhead (1977) and
Lost Highway (1997).

Mulholland Drive tells the story of an aspiring actress arriving
in Hollywood. That is, that’s how it starts; things get strange
very fast, and Hollywood is soon rendered vaguely fantastical,
vaguely insidious, vaguely real. An earnest attempt at deciphering David Lynch’s10 enigmatic cult masterpiece would require
its own thesis paper, with its multitude of fragmentary storylines and faintly logical connecting threads—let alone the ten
‘official’ clues released by Lynch himself.
While we cannot know for certain what is real, and more
importantly, what is real where—the film raises the question
of multiple layers of perception and reality—what can be addressed with some certainty is the film’s employment of visual
cues to assert its own ineffability, ground us in the unknown.
Red curtains, blue objects and atmospheric blue lighting signify
moments of mystery and hinted unreality; characters whose
extravagant, fanciful appearance stands in stark contrast to
their surroundings appear to be unconstrained by dimensional
boundaries, maintaining a constant self even during transformations of narrative where the identities of the more mundane
characters transform accordingly.
No hay banda! There is no band. Il n’est pas de orquestra! This is all a tape-recording. No hay banda! And yet,
we hear a band. If we want to hear a clarinet, listen.
It’s all a tape. It is an illusion.

A scene set in an eerie midnight theater
marks the beginning
of the narrative’s
transition from one
reality to another.
On this spread:
Stills from Mulholland Drive (2001),
dir. David Lynch
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Anthony McCall’s12 work takes a different approach to light
installation. Rather than using lighting to illuminate and transfigure the space they inhabit, McCall’s pieces occupy a realm
between sculpture and cinema, using blindingly bright projected light surrounded by pitch darkness to create illusory
volumetric formations. The ethereal is turned solid as we are
invited to enter these ghostly constructions.

Prado, Red
James Turrell
1968

11 James Turrell
(b. 1943) is an American artist associated
with the Light and
Space movement.
Although much of his
time is devoted to an
ongoing decades-long
project—Roden Crater,
a natural crater turned
naked-eye observatory—Turrell is best
known for his immersive lighting installations and his series
of Skyspaces, architectural spaces whose
focal point is a carefully designed, isolated view of the sky.
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Much of James Turrell’s11 practice is informed by his early
education in perceptual psychology, mathematics, astronomy
and geology. In his light installations, Turrell relies heavily
on color and sensory deprivation, heightening our perception
of one source of sensory stimulus by obstructing our perception of its surrounding context.
Turrell cites the parable of Plato’s Cave to illustrate
the notion that we are living in a reality of our own creation,
subject to our sensory limitations as well as contextual norms.
In his own words:
My work is more about your seeing than it is about my
seeing, although it is a product of my seeing. I’m interested in the sense of presence of space; that is, space
where you feel a presence, almost an entity—that physical feeling and power that space can give.

Through the Veil

12 Anthony McCall
(b. 1946) is a British-born, New York
based artist known
for his ‘solid-light’
works, installations
which construct volumetric forms using
projected light.
Between You and I
Anthony McCall
1974

Skyspace I
James Turrell
1974

Other Realms
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13 Land art is made
directly within the
landscape, sculpting
the earth itself or
forming structures using natural materials.

North, East, South,
West. Michael Heizer
1967/2002
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In contrast to McCall’s defamiliarizing trajectory from immaterial to material, it can be argued that Michael Heizer’s practice
functions in the opposite manner. Playing with weight and
weightlessness, presence and absence, Heizer often explores
the dynamics between positive forms and negative space.
North, East, South, West, the first of Heizer’s monumental land art13 works, was initially meant to consist of four excavations in the Sierra Nevada Mountains in California. It was only
partially completed in 1967. Decades later, Heizer was commissioned to produce an indoor recreation. Made quite literally
of nothing, the piece presents the viewer with form as the separation of void and solid mass.
In Displaced Mass and Negative Megalith, Heizer
creates a mystical dissonance between present and absent.
Coarse boulders fill voids of perfectly geometric shapes—
where did the former come from, and the latter disappear to?

Through the Veil

Displaced Mass
Michael Heizer
1994

Negative Megalith
Michael Heizer
1998

Other Realms
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16 Antonin Artaud
(1896–1948) was
a French playwright,
theater director and
artist. Briefly associated with the Surrealist movement, his
work often addressed
themes of philosophy,
mysticism and the occult. He is best known
for the concept of
Theater of Cruelty,
a theatrical experience meant to liberate
the human subconscious as a pathway
to introspection.

14 Laurie Anderson
(b. 1947) is an American artist whose
work spans performance art, music and
multimedia. Initially
trained in violin and
sculpting, she pursues
a variety of projects
focusing particularly
on themes of language
and technology.
15 Hsin-Chien Huang
(b. 1966) is a Taiwanese mixed media
artist whose practice
incorporates technology, science and
programming. He has
worked with Sony
and SEGA, and was
a Fulbright Scholar
at Pratt Institute.
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Chalkroom is a virtual reality installation by Laurie Anderson14
and Hsin-Chien Huang15, in which the user navigates by flying
through an enormous, mazelike architectural structure made
of words, drawings, dust, light and shadow. As the user roams
the vast, dark space, lit only with sparse lanterns and the phosphorous glow of the chalk inscriptions covering the walls,
the narrative around them forms and reforms.
In this zero-gravity pilgrimage into the artist’s mind,
the user is surrounded by Anderson’s composed music as well
as her voice reading aloud fragments of stories and memories.
The words, like the user’s presence, remain in flux—
shifting through the spaces, rising and breaking apart in the air.
The unfolding narrative is continuously reconstructed through
the visiting public’s interaction with it.
In his collection of essays, The Theater and its Double,
French playwright Antonin Artaud16 described the illusory
nature of characters and objects in theater as ‘la réalité virtuelle’. The English translation of this phrase is the earliest published use of the term Virtual Reality.
Through the Veil

On this spread:
Chalkroom
Laurie Anderson and
Hsin-Chien Huang
2017
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First
there was some other order of things
never spoken
but in dreams of darkest creation.
—Linda Hogan

32
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De-Creation Myths
1 In his book The Implied Reader (1974),
literary theorist
Wolfgang Iser discusses the psychology
of reading. As we read
a work of fiction, he
claims, our identity
is split—we assume
a fictional narrative
identity, ‘the alien
me’, while our own
self recedes to the
state of a ‘virtual me’.
In a VR experience,
it can be argued that
our identity remains
unsplit. We are the
character; we are at
once ‘the alien me’
and ‘the virtual me’.

Myself interacting
with the experience

34

De-Creation Myths is a large-scale immersive VR experience that addresses
creation myths, the stories we tell about who we are and where we come from.
This project takes the visitor on a journey from landscape to landscape,
starting zoomed out and gradually honing-in—from pre-creation, to cosmos,
to the natural world, to the human world, and finally to the singular person.
Through shifts in perception and sensory embodied experience1, the visitor’s relationship to the environment around them is challenged; new modes
of interaction arise organically from the inadequacy of the old. These environments are entirely navigable by the visitor and responsive to their presence.
While the narrative sequence of the environments is linear, the visitor decides
how to conduct themselves, how long to spend within each environment,
and whether to progress forward at all. And while certain actions are rewarded
by progression to the next chapter, the ultimate focus is on the atmospheric
resonance of simply being present in these digital spiritual spaces.
Over a three-month period, I designed and constructed all environments
and assets from scratch, using Unity and Blender. The experience features
sound prominently; I composed the musical theme, while the ambient soundscapes were collected from various sources, including NASA and National
Geographic recordings.
The images of the project collected in this thesis are captures of the virtual environment. They are also stills from a short film shot from within it.
In this sense, they are a narrative documentation of my journey through my
own constructed landscape, and at the same time an invitation for others—
a hopeful offering of an enchanted, concentrated view of life on earth.

i

Pre-Creation

Cathedral windows are a recurring
motif in the experience. Cathedrals
are environments that manipulate
our perception—we are made to feel
small in relation to the space, and
simultaneously urged to imagine
a higher point of view. Stained glass
cathedral windows act as portals,
membranes that transform all which
passes through.

The experience opens with an amalgam of two symbols: the black box
and our blue planet. The ageless mystery of life on earth—birth and death
are absolute, but what happens inbetween is indeterminable. Physical
reality can be seen as a constraint
on the potential of the mind; yet at the
same time, it is our only opportunity
to realize this potential. Do we choose
to enter the blue box?
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ii–iv

Cosmos

Containing three sub-chapters—light,
order and chaos—the second section
offers us a zoomed-out, conceptual
view of the universe.
Akin to the Big Bang and the biblical creation myth, the visitor emerges from a flash of light.
How do we assign form to the
ineffable? The human attempt to conquer the vastness of the universe
by means of visual representation has
manifested in various ways throughout history. Concentric circles, in particular, feature prominently in religious
and mystical illustrations of the supposed sacred order of things.
The Cosmos section contains
eleven concentric circles, while the
experience contains eleven subenvironments in total; yet another cultural attempt to synthesize the hidden
structure of life is the ascription of
meaning to numbers. Judaism pays
particular attention to these hidden
meanings, although there isn’t always
a consensus as to their exact nature.
Some believe the number eleven
signifies imperfection, disorganization of systems, disorder, and chaos.
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This spread:
Chapter II, Light
Chapter III, Order
Next spread:
Chapter IV, Chaos

Structure diagram
of Chapter III, Order
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Chapter IV, Chaos
(Detail)

A blue star appears, only to seemingly
disappear as the visitor approaches it.
But does it, really? All the stars appear
farther now...
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v–vii

Nature

The visitor finds themselves no longer embedded within the cosmic
landscape; now, they are peering up
at it from below. They are on the blue
planet. The third section focuses
on the natural world, the continuous
change of Planet Earth and our
continuous search on it—from water
to land, from land to shelter.

Chapter V, Water

As they step onto the island, the visitor finds themselves in a new environment altogether; their search for land
had been exaggeratedly successful.
They may roam aimlessly in the vast
desert or follow the faint sounds
of birdsong—like the floating stones,
eerily out of place. The sounds will
grow louder as they lead the visitor
to the lone tree.

Chapter VI, Land
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Gazing at a single tree one moment
and lost in a densely packed, misty
forest the next, the visitor looks for
anything noteworthy in the disorientingly monotone landscape. A glowing
portal in the shape of the recurring
cathedral window is embedded in
the rough, organic surface of a large
rock, hinting at the visitor’s approach
toward the next section—humanity.
End of Chapter VII

Chapter VII, Shelter
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viii–x

Humanity

The third section centers on humanity, and once again follows a structure
of zooming inward—from a towering architectural structure, to a more
intimate environment of home, and
subsequently to childhood.
The symbol of stairs, a seemingly mundane architectural element,
highlights the creative drive to expand
the boundaries of human life, allowing humans to venture, quite literally,
into formerly inaccessible planes
of existence. The urge to go upwards
is often portrayed negatively in religion and mythology, signifying human
arrogance and frequently ending
in disaster, as in the stories of Icarus
or the Tower of Babel.
Yet here, the visitor climbs ever
higher only to take a leap of faith—
jump. Falling through without hitting
the ground, they find themselves
progressing to the next environment,
delving deeper and deeper into the
cellar of human consciousness.
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Chapter IX,
Home
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The childhood chapter assumes
the form of a shadow puppet theater.
The human silhouettes featured here
are taken from the Pioneer Plaque,
a gold-anodized plaque which was
attached to the Pioneer 10 spacecraft
in 1972, in case the craft is ever intercepted by intelligent extraterrestrial
life. It is a visual representation, in the
most direct sense, of the fairy tales
we tell about ourselves, to ourselves...
to anyone who might be listening.

Original design of
the Pioneer Plaque,
1972

The visitor interacting with shadow
puppets in Chapter
X, Childhood
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xi

Person
This spread:
Entryway into
Chapter XI, Person
Next spread:
End of Chapter XI

Finally, we pass through a dark corridor filled with blinking eyes to reach
the last chapter—person.
What on first glance may appear
to be an island in the distance, soon
reveals to be a human face. The sound
of heartbeat increases as we draw
near. The visitor may spend as long
as they want in this final environment.
The experience ends once they take
off the headset and return to real life.
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I Shall Create
As I Speak
1 I created this project
during my participation in the RISD/
Hyundai Research
Collaborative. This
year’s direction took
an experimental approach; we developed
individual projects,
united by exploration
of the intersecting
realms of technology
and nature.

This project combines type design, video and installation to address humanity’s, and my own personal, attempt to communicate with nature. In our quest
to extract meaning out of the world surrounding us, we seek patterns, structures, symbols. On one hand, this mode of conversation may be deceptive—
in imposing our inner world onto the natural world, we run the risk of misunderstanding it. On the other hand, this process is inherent to the human condition.
It’s simply who we are; as humans, our communication is directly connected
to self-expression, to the act of creation. We create language, we tell stories.
Abracadabra, translated from Aramaic and Classical Hebrew, quite literally
means I shall create as I speak.
Based on macro photography and microscopy studies1 of the natural
landscape, I designed a library of foundational elements from the domains
of earth, air and water. I further used this library to form two parallel narratives:
One, the attempt to understand, to make meaning. Letterforms can
be seen as the molecular foundations of human communication, whether written or verbal—I designed an organic, living/dead typeface.
Two, the embrace of non-understanding and the psychological, emotional
and spiritual experience of simply being in nature. Here, I used the same elements to construct a speculative digital landscape, and created a video showcasing a process of slow, atmospheric exploration through it.
What does it mean to understand nature? To communicate with it? How
do we edge closer to this possible/impossible goal, just outside of reach?
And what do we learn, as a people and as individuals, from this never-ending—
never truly succeeding yet never truly failing—process?

Letterform A overlaid on still of
landscape video
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My first step was creating the foundational forms that I would later use
to construct the letterforms and the
landscape. I collected plant samples,
using macro photography and microscopy to study their structures, and
utilized the resources of RISD’s Nature
Lab to research the ornate, delicate
patterns of flying insects, as well as
the geometric compositions of seashell cross sections.

Based on this research, I designed
twenty-seven elements, nine in each
category—earth, air and water.

Library of elements
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Typeface letterforms. Each letter
consists of at least
one element taken
from each category.
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Using the same elements, I constructed an ethereal dreamlike landscape and created a video of slow,
atmospheric movement throughout
its terrain. This stage came after
I had completed the typeface, however both parts of the project are
meant to be experienced in parallel—
a sensory narrative fugue.

Still from
landscape video
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The letter E consists
primarily of insect
elements, with only
two of its six components taken from
other categories.
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The camera glides, slowly. The elements, which in the typeface function
as parts of a modular system, are
now dispersed, and their combined
effect is transitory, dependent on our
ever-shifting point of view. As they
fade in and out of focus, they assume
the appearance of trees, lakes, hills,
and sometimes nothing at all. Form
is continually gained and lost as we
move ever forward, ever inward.

Landscape video
stills, showing the
effect of the shallow depth of field
as the camera moves
through the terrain
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The letter I consists
of a dandelion core,
insect leg and cone
shell cross section.
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These two narratives come together
to comprise an installation, projected
on parallel semitransparent surfaces.
That way, the viewer can watch the
interaction emerging from the overlay
of the letterforms onto the landscape,
or step in-between to fully immerse
themselves in the unmediated terrain.
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Parallel projection
concept renders,
front view

Parallel projection
concept renders,
angle view
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The letter P consists
of a nautilus shell,
dragonfly wing and
lichen tendril.
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The letter S utilizes
the dandelion core
in a different context, using the circular definition of
its negative space.
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The video’s meandering progression
embraces the blurry edge of perception. These delicate landmarks appear
sharp for only a brief moment before
dissolving from our vision.

Stills from landscape video
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The letter W imitates the elemental
composition of the
letter V, with differing components.
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Language is the installation’s primary
factor of variability. Another is location—the surfaces might be installed
in an area with minimal natural ambiance, such as a gallery space, or embedded in the natural landscape itself.

Phrase formed with
typeface, overlaid
on landscape view
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The letter X consists
of praying mantis
and wasp wings, lichen and cone shell.
Next spread:
outdoor installation
concept render
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Full alphabet
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Möbius Selves
1 Italo Calvino
(1923–1985) was an
Italian writer, whose
best known works include the novels Invisible Cities (1972)
and If on a winter’s
night a traveler
(1979). Upon the time
of his death, he was
the most translated
contemporary Italian
author. His lecture
notes were published
posthumously as Six
Memos for the Next
Millennium.
2 A Möbius strip is
a surface that can be
formed by attaching
the ends of a strip of
paper together with a
half-twist. It constitutes a non-orientable surface, meaning that if we were to
find ourselves within
it, we would not be
able to distinguish
clockwise from counterclockwise turns.

Möbius Selves is a physical illustration for Italo Calvino’s1 surrealist novel,
Invisible Cities. Form, pattern, color and type work together in this threedimensional paper structure.
Eutropia, my chosen city, is in fact a set of cities, out of which only one
is active at a given moment—its citizens go about their lives until they tire
of their routines, and then move to a new city, where they assume new identities, new careers, new social roles. But they never develop their lives in any
significant way, and in the end, this constant change leads only to stagnation.
The idea of change that isn’t change made me think of a Möbius strip2
and Calvino’s language inspired the idea of the city as a living organism.
I devised the structure of the Möbius shell, each comprised of multiple conjoined Möbius strips, and created two patterns informed by organic forms
and nervous systems—one colorful, alive, signifying the occupied city;
and the other consisting only of the language of Calvino’s story, signifying
the cities that remain empty.

Möbius shells suspended in the air
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Approximately 1.5
feet tall, each shell
hangs suspended
from the ceiling,
allowing for slow
rotation prompted by the ambient
movement of the air.
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So their life is renewed from move
to move, among cities whose exposure or declivity or streams or winds
make each site somehow different.

Words:
Italo Calvino

This spread:
Details of the empty
city shells

The city repeats its life, identical,
shifting up and down on its empty
chessboard. The inhabitants repeat
the same scenes, with the actors
changed; they repeat the same
speeches with variously combined
accents; they open alternate mouths
in identical yawns. Alone among
all the cities of the empire, Eutropia
remains always the same.
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Left:
the ‘living’ shell,
signifying the occupied city
Right:
the typographical
pattern before it is
applied to the unoccupied shells
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We don’t want other worlds; we want a mirror.
—Stanisław Lem
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Material
Reimagination
Material Reimagination is an exercise in speculative curation,
a themed set of sculptural objects selected from the collection
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
The objects collected here all fulfill a triple function—
simultaneously overlaying, depicting, and transfiguring1 their
subjects. This act of material reimagination serves as a testament and signifier to the subjects’ transition from one state
of being, one realm, to another; from civilian life to battle, from
life to death, from personhood to sainthood.

Other Realms

1 The term transfiguration has two similar but not identical
meanings: metamorphosis, a complete
physical transformation; and a change
into a more glorified
or spiritual state.
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2 The Etruscan civilization was responsible for much of the
Greek culture imported into early Republican Rome. Etruria
fought against Greece
in the sixth century
BC, and was conquered and incorporated
by Rome in the fourth
century BC.

The practice of the anatomical body armor was widespread
in ancient Greece around the fourth century BC. While reminiscent of classical bronze sculpture, these objects projected
not only the idealized male body, but also an idealized form
of its actual wearer. The man in the armor is transformed into
a hero not through addition of grandiose imagery or refined
ornament, but through an imaginative externalization of the
contained by the container. In this transition from civilian life
to battle, the subject becomes an object
of perception, a conduit of emotional experience—affirmation, inspiration, fear—for himself, for fellow soldiers, and for the enemy.
Unlike Greece and Rome, anatomical
armor was not common in Etruria2. The few
surviving anatomical Etruscan breastplates
currently known beg the question, what was
it like to wear such armor when it did more
to reflect the enemy’s form back at him, than
to project one’s own?

This siege helmet3, made of steel and
inlaid with leather, makes a curious impression
when viewed up close. The reinforced surface
is carved with fine lines. Facial features: nose,
lips, a twisting mustache. Symbols of identity
on an object otherwise meant to hide, protect,
shield. This self-announcement feels at once
whimsical and menacing—we are not looking
at a man in costume; the helmet and its wearer
are one and the same.
Savoyard helmets were closed Italian
heavy cavalry helmets, mostly common in the
17th century. Their featureless, skull-like appearance earned them the nickname of ‘death’s head’. The example below has the rather unusual addition of an uncanny, faintly
carved smile. As such, the death’s head in question is at once
less literal and more real—the wearer may die with this unwavering smile on his face, or someone else may meet their death
at the hands of this eerily cheerful executioner.

Siege Helmet
1625
Italian

Body Armor
4th Century BC
Greek

3 The siege helmet,
also known as burgonet helmet, was
a Renaissance and
early modern combat
helmet most commonly worn by cavalry.
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Savoyard Helmet
1600–1620
Italian

Body Armor
5th–4th Century BC
Etruscan
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Toe Stalls
1479–1425 BC
New Kingdom

4 The original monument was created
in 1891, shortly after
Elizabeth’s death,
and is positioned on
her grave in a Protestant cemetery on the
outskirts of Florence.
At the Metropolitan
Museum of Art lies
a replica cast almost
forty years later.

Ancient Egyptian finger and toe stalls are
pieces of carved gold jewelry that were used
to envelop and protect digits during ritualistic
burial. Most common among the royal burials
of the New Kingdom period, they were intended to help facilitate the successful passage
to the afterlife, as it was believed that a complete body is required for this transition. This
belief mirrors the myth of Osiris, whose body
was put back together by his wife Isis, rendering him the first mummy.
Following Elizabeth Boott Duveneck’s
death, her grieving husband modeled a funerary monument
in her likeness. Reminiscent of Gothic and Renaissance tomb
effigies, her figure reclines peacefully, arms folded over chest.
The palm branch, stretching almost the entire length of her
figure, symbolizes the spiritual victory over death. The branch,
the funerary shroud, and Elizabeth’s body seem nearly fused
together in this somber golden splendor. Overlaying and transforming her remains4, it is a conduit of grief and remembrance
for the people who loved her.

The marble bust shown here formed
part of the tomb effigy of the princess Marie
de France, daughter of Charles IV. While Marie
died aged only fifteen, her effigy was carved
nearly forty years later by the court sculptor.
Her appearance, particularly her braided hair,
is presented in the courtly fashion contemporary with the carving of the bust, not with the
time of her death. Marking Marie’s death long
after the fact, the effigy invites communication with the public as a symbol of status and
wealth, rather than personal, immediate communion with grieving family. The same symbolic attributes attracted vandalism
in the wake of the French Revolution—originally, Marie’s head
rested on a stone pillow and wore a metal crown. Hence, the
object we now see is the result of two layers of transfiguration,
more than four centuries apart.
The Priestess of Amun, Djedmutesankh, was buried with members of her family
in the Theban Necropolis on the west bank
of the river Nile. Her outer and inner coffins,
designed to ensure a successful progression
to eternal life, were painted with ornamental
motifs and inscriptions of the various titles
conveying her high rank in society. The face,
gilded in gold, was hacked off in antiquity
by thieves. The result is an inversion of the
effects of vandalism to Marie De France’s
effigy. In Marie’s case, symbols of the social
are removed, and the personal highlighted.
Here, only the social remains—we perceive
Djedmutesankh’s occupation, status and
wealth, but the depiction of her face is gone.

Material Reimagination
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Tomb Effigy of Elizabeth Boott Duveneck,
1891/1927, Frank
Duveneck
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Tomb Effigy of Marie
De France, 1381,
Jean de Liège

Coffins of Djedmutesankh, ~1000 BC,
Third Intermediate
Period
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Reliquary Bust
of Saint Yrieix,
1220–1240, French

A reliquary is a container for holy relics, most
commonly body parts belonging to saints.
Saint Yrieix, whose skull was once contained
in this reliquary, was a sixth-century founder
of a monastery in a town now bearing his
name. A special devotion to head-shaped5
skull reliquaries developed in the Limoges
region during the Middle Ages, and continues
to the present day. On feast days, the reliquary would have been carried in a procession
through the streets, and finally placed upon
the altar for veneration.
The reliquary below was said to house
the remains of Saint Valentine, but the veracity
of this claim is unlikely. This ornately crafted
silver container6, shaped like an arm with its
hand in the blessing gesture and decorated
with sapphires, signifies its subject’s passage
to a cultural realm completely divorced from
their original identity. This reimagination bears
little relation to the life events of the person
whose remains are at its very physical core.
At first glance, the reliquary on the next
page is quite similar. Made of silver and gems,
it formerly contained the arm of a saint, whose
hand it depicts in the saintly blessing gesture.
However, this object makes no definitive claims
as to the identity of the saint in question, nor
alludes to any historical figures. The transition
signified here is thus incredibly abstract.

While the Reliquary Arm of Saint Valentine
transfigures its subject from an unspecified
person to a specified saint, the transfiguration performed by this unnamed reliquary
is simply from personhood to sainthood.
Fittingly, the windows through which worshippers could glimpse the remains are prohibitively small—the participation this object
expects from its audience is purely symbolic.
The bejeweled reliquary for a finger
bone makes no specific allusions. Unknown
material source, unknown symbolic destination, uncertain place of creation. Not only
does the object lack a saintly identity, it even
lacks visual religious symbology. No gesture
is possible; we have only a finger. Our understanding of the symbolization lies in the very
material existence of the object, rather than
any specific visual move made by it. The reliquary exists, hence it exists for someone—hence a person
is made saint. Taken to its conceptual extreme, material reimagination signifies the victory of the moment of passage
over what came before, or what will come after.

Reliquary Arm
of Saint Valentine,
14th Century, Swiss
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5 The silver head form
originally covered
a wood core. Once the
skull was set in place,
the core, though expertly carved, would
have been completely
obscured by the precious materials meant
to evoke the saint’s
heavenly countenance.

Reliquary Arm
1230
South Netherlandish
6 The arm bone formerly housed in the
reliquary could be
seen through the tall
window at its base.

Reliquary Finger
19th Century
French (?)
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There was never any more inception than there is now,
Nor any more youth or age than there is now,
And will never be any more perfection than there is now,
Nor any more heaven or hell than there is now.
—Walt Whitman
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Metamorphosis
Benedict Gagliardi is an entomologist and chief staff biologist
at the Edna W. Lawrence Nature Lab1. He holds a BS in Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology and an MS in Entomology from the
University of Connecticut. His thesis research focused on biosystematics2 of smoky moths and false rarity in butterflies.
He describes teaching entomology as a great passion, and particularly enjoys the insights and inspiration that can be drawn
from the natural world when viewed from unexpected perspectives and within unfamiliar contexts.
I visited Benedict at the Nature Lab to talk about insect
metamorphosis—the process of radical biological transformation insects undergo as they pass from one stage of their life
cycle to the next.

Other Realms

1 In the early 20th
century, RISD faculty member Edna W.
Lawrence founded
the Nature Lab to
‘open student eyes
to the marvels of
beauty in nature...
forms, space, color,
texture, design and
structure.’ Today the
Lab offers access
to authentic natural
history specimens
and cutting-edge
imaging equipment.
2 Biosystematics
is the study of diversification of living
forms, past and present, and the relationships among living
things through time.
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3 The word meta
means ‘after’ in the
original Greek, but
its usage in New Latin,
the language of scientific nomenclature,
has lent it another
meaning. The word
metaphysics was
coined by an ancient
editor of Aristotle’s
works, who simply
used it for the books
listed after those on
physics; mainstream
understanding of the
term evolved over
time to be the study
of that which goes
beyond the physical.
4 The Metamorphoses
is a Latin narrative
poem by the Roman
poet Ovid, considered
his magnum opus.
Comprising over 250
myths, it chronicles
the narrative of the
world from its creation to the deification of Julius Caesar.

5 Jan Švankmajer was
dismayed by existing adaptations of
Alice in Wonderland,
claiming that they
interpreted the novel
as a fairytale, rather
than a dream. His film
Alice (1988) places
heavy focus on the
disorienting transformations of scale
experienced by the
titular protagonist.

Louis: My thesis has to do with immersive spaces,
defamiliarization and spirituality. Looking
at defamiliarization as a process of de-creation,
of making the solid malleable. Passages between
different realms.
I did a project last winter about sculptural objects that perform what I called ‘material reimagination’, a kind of triple function that
includes overlaying their subject, depicting it,
and transforming it, which results in signifying
the subject’s passage to a new state of being.
For instance, anatomical armor or tomb effigies,
signifying the passage from civilian life to battle and from life to death.
I realized that metamorphosis3 is a very
apt metaphor for a lot of what I’m addressing.
Humans don’t metamorphose, but we do have this
cultural fascination4 with metamorphosis. Even
the term transfiguration has two meanings—one
being metamorphosis and the other, ascending
to a higher spiritual state.
So basically, I would love to ask you some
questions about metamorphosis in insects.
Benedict: I’ll wax poetic in a buggy way.
Perfect. Let’s start with the very basics.
What is the entomological definition
of metamorphosis? Namely what distinguishes it from other kinds of physical
development? Is it just how drastic5
and fast it is? Or are there any other
criteria the transformation has to meet?
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The key word here is drastic. Metamorphosis describes the
life history, the developmental stages of an insect from an egg
to an adult. There are different types of metamorphosis that
have different stages in between, but it is a significant drastic
change from one body type and one functionality to another.
The one that we’re probably most used to thinking of is caterpillars turning into butterflies. That is complete metamorphosis.
Holometabolism. The adults lay eggs, the eggs hatch, then
a caterpillar, this worm-like thing that looks nothing like a butterfly or a moth, comes out. That’s called the larva.

6 During pupation,
the larva disintegrates into a liquid
protein-rich substance, a so-called
soup out of which
the adult insect will
be formed. Conversely, the primordial
soup is an aspect
of multiple theories
on the origin of life—
the hypothetical set
of conditions present
on the earth around
4 billion years ago,
when life is believed
to have sprung.

The caterpillar is the larva
of a butterfly or moth?
Yes. So it has a completely distinguishable
form from the adult life stage. Eventually they
pupate and form a chrysalis or cocoon. That
stage is called the pupa. In moths that’s often
a cocoon, in butterflies it’s a fragile, naked
version attached to plants, called a chrysalis.
Then the mysterious soup6 forms: their body
breaks down, liquifies, and reforms into a different structure with different appendages,
wings, different types of legs, different types
of mouthparts. A mysterious, beautiful transformation from the vermiform larval stage.
The caterpillar is primarily there to eat.
It gets as much nutrition as it can, from eating vegetable matter, plant matter, or in some
cases, animal matter or fungi. Then the adult
stage is primarily there to mate. Insects are the most diverse
animals on earth, so there’s endless variety to their lifestyles
and life histories.
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Silk moth life cycle:
larva, cocoon, adult
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How long is that stage?
A couple of weeks.
So for almost their entire lives they’re quite
something else. Until this one brief moment
of culmination.
Exactly.

The Transfiguration
Raphael
1520

Templates for silk
deposition, Neri
Oxman and Mediated
Matter, 2020

Some groups of moths have committed, or rather
evolved, so that their life stages are hugely separate and specialized. The caterpillar eats, the adult is only there to reproduce and lay eggs, to the point where they no longer even eat
at all. Giant silk moths exist purely on the energy which they
stored during their larval stage; they no longer have functional
mouthparts or digestive tract.
They completely compartmentalize those two
aspects of themselves.
Yes. Metamorphosis allows a single organism to live multiple
distinct lifestyles over the course of its development. Moths,
butterflies, beetles, bees undergo complete metamorphosis,
holometabolism. Then there’s hemimetabolism, incomplete
metamorphosis, in insects like dragonflies, grasshoppers, cicadas. Periodical cicada nymphs burrow underground, feeding
on plant juices for thirteen or seventeen years, a huge amount
of time to gorge on a really nutrient-poor food source. Then
they emerge en masse.
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Cocoon, chrysalis, pupa. To make sure—they are
all the same stage, the pupa stage, correct? Just
different species.

Alice (1988), dir. Jan
Švankmajer. Alice
shedding her shell.

Almost. Pupa is the general term for the quiescent, meaning
inactive, life stage between larva and adult in holometabolous
insects. The term chrysalis is usually only used for the fragile,
naked pupa of butterflies.
You’ve mentioned the mysterious soup.
Do insects always have this inactive,
intermediary stage, hiding inside a constructed protective space while metamorphosing, or are there any insects who
do it out in the open?
The pupal stage is only an aspect of complete metamorphosis.
In hemimetabolous insects, the final nymphal stage moults into
the adult form, rather than into a pupal shell.
What’s the benefit of being closed off from
the outside world during transformation?

Pupa, the intermediary stage between
caterpillar and moth
or butterfly
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Yes. Have you ever seen exuviae, the shed
skins that are attached to trees, those ghostly
things? They look much like the adult cicada.
The appendages are different, but they’re
recognizable as the juvenile of the adult form.
Let’s go back to inside the pupa,
during that intermediary stage.
To the extent we’re able to discern,
what do insects feel during that
time? Do they perceive7 the world
around them?
Some pupae are mobile, they move around.
Most moth and butterfly pupae wiggle when
they’re touched. So yeah, they still have sensory inputs from the outside. They go through that process
for a while, it’s not like they immediately melt down into goo.
So they disintegrate slowly, and there’s something there that still senses.

7 Sleeping Beauty
Dreams is a contemporary dance and art
experience by Magic
Reality Group, based
on the tale of Sleeping Beauty. Using
real time avatar technology, mystifying
imagery mimics
the movement of the
dancers to visualize
what Princess Aurora
had dreamt during
her 100-year slumber.

It’s a much more complex transformation, going from a larva
to a fully formed adult insect. For some insects, you can hardly
tell what they are based on the larva. Then they form the pupa,
and inside, metamorphose into something that has entirely different body parts—wings, legs, different eyes and mouthparts.
In incomplete metamorphosis, the stages aren’t quite so different. The adult has wings and sometimes different mouthparts,
but in general looks similar to the nymph.
So cicadas, that’s incomplete metamorphosis.
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8 Imaginal discs
are systems found in
insects that undergo
complete metamorphosis. They originate
during the embryonic
development from
groups of ectodermal
cells that grow during
the larval stages to
form the mature disc.
The imaginal discs
then differentiate into
most of the structures
of the adult insect.

Some aquatic pupae will swim down when they’re disturbed,
to get away from potential predators. There are different levels
of responsiveness in various species. Holometabolous insects
are incredibly diverse in their pupal types and behaviors.
Does it ever happen that instead of constructing their own cocoon, their own protective layer,
insects use an already existing structure?
Yes, many insects do find certain areas to pupate. Especially
in the desert, caterpillars burrow into the ground and excrete
liquid to make a cocoon out of silk, soil and mineral deposits.
So they’re using their own materials but also
their surroundings. Is there a certain logic
behind which insects construct a cocoon and
which don’t?
Cocoons are the most common in moths. Butterflies have
chrysalis, essentially a naked pupa, and they metamorphose
quicker. Moths might stay in that stage longer. Not always.

There have been experiments done to acclimate a caterpillar
to have a negative association to certain external stimuli. After
they pupated and turned into a moth, once those same stimuli
were introduced to them, they still had a negative reaction.
Something transcends9.
Yes, learned experiences from just that one lifecycle stage are
retained through the soup.
In that sense, is that information there from the
beginning? I know speculating on their perception is iffy, but in a sense, can we say that their
body is aware of its own future… memory working in two directions?

Larval imaginal
discs that will form
legs

9 In philosophy, transcendence is the concept of climbing or
going beyond; it has
had varying connotations in its different
historical and cultural stages. In theology,
the term refers to the
idea of a higher power
being independent
from material reality,
beyond physical laws.

Well, perception has to do with a mind, with a brain. And that’s
broken down and rearranged, at a cellular level. Things are
moving around and reforming, taking on new roles and forming
new parts. I don’t know… this is fun. I like going off into these
territories. When do you have enough brain to have enough
perception from your senses, to recognize that you are different? Insects do have brains. They have a central nervous system and ganglia.

Isle of the Dead
Arnold Böcklin
1880
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I keep thinking back to the soup.
When insects are in that stage,
they have imaginal discs8, or memory discs, that if I understand
correctly, contain all information
from before, or the information
necessary for their transformation.
Does the adult insect remember
its caterpillar self?
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10 Instar is the phase
between two periods
of molting, particularly in the development of insect larva.

What I do know is… the caterpillar grows a bit and then
sheds its skin, over and over. Then at the final instar10, when
the caterpillar has consumed enough or there are no resources
left or it’s late enough in the season, it sheds one last time, only
this time the pupa is underneath. And if you look closer, it’s very
exaggerated in sphinx moths for instance, the pupa will have
space for the big elongate
proboscis, the tongue. So the
shell that the adult is going to
come out of…
…is already inside.

Sphinx moth pupa,
which includes
space for the future
moth’s long tongue

…is formed under the skin of the last instar caterpillar, developing the correct spaces for the body parts of the adult to fill.
So in a sense, not necessarily on a perceptual
level, but on a physical one, its body has an idea
of what it will be.

11 In science, computing and engineering,
a black box is a system viewed only in
terms of its inputs
and outputs, without
any knowledge of its
internal processes.
The term can also be
applied to other systems whose contents
are mysterious to the
user—e.g. engine,
algorithm, the human
brain, or an institution or government.
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Well, it’s partly the way there. It’s not… caterpillar, black box11,
butterfly. It’s—caterpillar and then something in-between that
has some aspects of the adult and some aspects of the caterpillar. But within that, there’s a lot of interesting cellular reorganization going on.
The pupa emerges out of the caterpillar, and
then the butterfly emerges out of the pupa.
It removes12 layers of itself, in a sense, to become what it ultimately becomes. A black box
within a black box within a black box.

Metamorphosis

It’s funny, because it’s like a black box that has
to exist as its own thing before it starts developing its own black box within it. If you look
at it preemptively, or anticipatorily, then yeah,
that’s the progress of those stages.
You grow a black box inside yourself. And then at some point, you
remove yourself and only the black
box that you’ve cultivated remains.
And then out of that box, your next
self comes out.
It seems there’s mystery to it, but it’s less mysterious when you look closely at how those
stages relate. When you see a pupa of a moth
or a butterfly in your garden, and you look at
the end of it, it looks like a little sleeping bag
that’s been unfurled—that’s the caterpillar’s
shed skin. And that’s almost just as interesting
to think about—at some point, the skin starts
to excrete a new skin underneath itself which
is different from all the iterations that have come before.
Another thing is the phrasing… the caterpillar, the adult.
It’s really strange when you think of it. The caterpillar is doing
something to secure the safety of the adult, as though they’re
different players on the same team. No, it’s all the same organism, just one individual. But they’re so distinct. That’s what’s
so interesting about metamorphosis—you do not look back at
yourself as a toddler and think, wow, I was so different, I’m glad
that I did all this stuff.
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12 It’s unlikely that
Michelangelo ever
made the grandiose remark famously
ascribed to him,
‘The sculpture is already complete within
the marble block,
I just have to chisel
away the superfluous material’—or the
less serious yet more
poignant version,
‘Just chisel away everything that doesn’t
look like David.’
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Do you not think about your past self, oh, I’m
glad that I had done this and that, so that now
I’m in the position I’m in?
Yes, but all the things that baby-me was capable of, to some
extent, I’m also capable of, right? Body-process wise. But
if you’re a moth looking back at your caterpillar self, you could
say, well, I’m glad that the caterpillar… that is, I… ate enough
while I still had mouthparts.

Right, it’s two very distinct modes of living, but it’s all
you. With humans it’s much more gradual. But then we
do seek it out. We seek these spiritual and metaphorical transformations.
Yeah. And there’s something really amazing when you think
about transcendence, existing in different realms, the metaphor
or the proxy of that with insects that have an aquatic nymph
stage or larval stage, and a terrestrial or mostly aerial adult
stage—they have divided their lives into these two completely
distinct entities, so evolution can work on those parts of their
lives differently. One stage might look totally unassuming, while
the other stage can be wildly decorated in beautiful hues.

Plate from entomological guidebook,
1907, Biodiversity
Heritage Library
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Sleeping Beauty
Dreams, Magic Reality Group, 2019
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We adore chaos because we love to produce order.
—M.C. Escher
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Arbadacarba
Sacred geometry ascribes hidden meanings to certain geometric shapes and proportions. Simply put, it is the mystical
attempt to make sense of the un-understandable, conquer
the universe by means of visual representation. Unrealistically
grandiose as it may appear, this practice has illuminating qualities—like writing, visual representation can be a lens through
which we focus our own thoughts and perceptions. But there
is tension between the illuminating nature of putting things into
words, turning concepts into symbols, and the desire to leave
them in the dark, to protect the eternally-unrealized promise
of the unexplored.
Abracadabra1, from the Aramaic and Classical Hebrew
phrase evra kedavra ()אברא כדברא, quite literally means, I shall
create as I speak. A fundamental facet of the human condition,
our communication is closely linked to the act of creation; verbal and visual communication alike bring forth tangible reality
out of the chaos of possibility.
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1 The incantation
Abracadabra was
historically believed
to possess mystical
powers when written
in triangular form:
the word’s first known
mention was in the
writings of Serenus
Sammonicus, physician of the Roman
imperial court in
the second century.
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2 Karl Jaspers
(1883–1969) was a
German-Swiss psychiatrist, philosopher
and theologist. He
contributed to what
has become known
as the biographical
method of psychiatric
case studies. After
years as a practicing
psychiatrist, Jaspers
turned to philosophical inquiry; while he
is sometimes described as an Existentialist, he did not
accept the label.
Map of the Universe
René Descartes
1644

In the Old Testament, the process of creation is described as largely one-directional. The primordial condition
of the world is chaos, void and without form; once its form
is established, the world irreversibly is. Even the flood myth,
appearing in multiple ancient religions, offers mostly a cosmetic touch—the world is still there, even after destruction;
there’s no going back to the void.
Philosopher Karl Jaspers2 defined content as what
a person sees, and form as the relationship between visual
perception and objective reality. In his psychiatric practice,
he argued that psychiatrists should not consider a belief delusional based on its content, but only based on the manner
in which a person holds such belief. Jaspers maintained that
when we question reality, we confront borders3 that empirical method cannot transcend. At this point the individual faces
a choice: sink into resignation, or take a leap toward transcendence. Jaspers defined transcendence as that which exists
beyond the world of time and space—ultimate non-objectivity.

3 Robert Fludd (1574–
1637), was an English
physician, mathematician, cosmologist,
astrologer, and mystic.
He is best known for
his works in occult
philosophy. In 1617,
Fludd created a series
of diagrams meant
to illustrate the order
of creation and the
universe. His interpretation of darkness
is shown here. On
all four sides of the
meticulously inked
square, Fludd wrote,
‘Et sic in infinitum’—
‘And so to infinity.’

Jaspers posited that the paradoxes and contradictions
arising in the emergence of consciousness can be overcome
through vital experience and intentional acts of self-confrontation. He called that moment, wherein our experiences of being
are thoroughly reflected as a unity of knowledge and meaning,
communicative transcendence.

Nautilus shell cross
section—a frequent
example of supposedly-sacred geometry in nature

Illustration of Man
as the Microcosm
Within the Universal
Macrocosm, Robert
Fludd, 1617
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4 In ancient Greece,
Pythagoras and his
followers believed
that celestial bodies
emitted music. This
diagram, included
in the book The History of Philosophy,
1655, attempts to represent such theories
by drawing connections between Earth’s
relationship to other
planets and musical
octaves. This thinking merges physical
truths with metaphysical beliefs to assert
that the poetic order
of the universe may
be objectively known.

Light
Robert Fludd
1617

I use the word spiritual throughout this thesis. Although
much of my work does touch on themes of mysticism, religion
and history, my personal definition of spirituality is more capacious. To me, spirituality doesn’t require an adherence to a religion or a belief in the supernatural. Rather, it is the combination
of two principles, working hand in hand—communication with
the universe, and participation in its creation.

Moments of awe, strangeness, pleasant disturbance and enchantment can bring
us closer to the other side of reality. The veil
thins, the cotton wool is lifted…
We may never truly know all the great
unknowns of life, fully grasp these vast environments—whether forever far like outer space4,
or like dreamscape eternally hidden within us—
but we can immerse ourselves in them and in countless other
uncharted territories, other perceptual realms5; if not physically, then by way of speculative imagination; by way of design.
We can commune with the universe. We can communicate with it. And we can create with it.
By venturing into the magical, the strange, the haunting,
we can keep the clay of creation soft, ever-malleable. We don’t
have to embrace the Sisyphean absurd; we can make the heavy
light. We can reverse the order of creation.
What is this?
What can it be?
Arbadacarba.

5 In the medieval view,
the eye consisted of
seven layers that corresponded to the seven planetary spheres
of the macrocosm.
In Kabbala, the eye’s
blind spot was associated with the divine
void in all things.

Untitled
Andy Gilmore
2010

Abracadabra, triangular inscription
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I remember one time I said, this other life, I don’t believe in it.
You mean you will live somewhere after? You will go somewhere? Yes, he said, I’ll show you. When I’m gone, I’ll show you.
I’ve heard from him many times.
(You’ve heard from his spirit?)
Yes. Many times.
(Tell me about it.)
I can’t.
—Max von Sydow on Ingmar Bergman
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Is There Beauty
After Death?
1 In medieval times,
the theory and practice of reflecting on
the transient nature
of earthly life was
known as memento
mori (from Latin,
‘remember that you
must die’). Artists
have addressed the
concepts of memento mori in a number
of ways throughout
history, developing
a symbolic visual
language over time.
The most common
symbol in this genre
is the human skull.

The Sedlec Ossuary is a Roman-Catholic church located in Kutná Hora, Czech
Republic. Known to most as the Bone Church, it is home to some of the world’s
most unique and macabre art: tens of thousands of human skeletons, combined in ornate and elaborate arrangements.
This project consists of an identity system for the ossuary, which manifests in a publication, souvenir posters, and a series of magazine ads.
I wanted to design a system that evokes, and respects, the unique cultural
balance the ossuary resides in—on the one hand, it is a macabre tourist attraction; on the other, a site of historical and religious significance. The ossuary
itself, operating under the jurisdiction of the local Catholic parish, encourages
these contrasting perceptions. It is at once the most visited tourist destination
in the Czech Republic after Prague, and a functional church which holds regular services and Christmas Mass. While there is perhaps something humorous
about a Catholic church positioning itself as a prime destination for Goth tourism, this duality is evocative of a deeper facet of the site’s essence:
Sedlec Ossuary serves simultaneously as a memento mori1, and a celebration of the surprising genius of human life.

Souvenir poster
unraveled from promotional booklet
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The Sedlec Ossuary logo references
the shape of the church windows
and the ossuary’s unusual contents,
highlighting both the site’s religious
significance and its macabre appeal.
The letterforms in the logotype vary
in baseline and are conjoined to create a pile of bones quality, particularly
as they interact with the mark.
The Ossuary is part of the Kutná
Hora township, a UNESCO World
Heritage site. Thus, the promotional
booklet contains two sections: three
texts specific to the Sedlec Ossuary
in one, and a standard UNESCO text
in the other. The two sections can be
initially browsed as one continuous
publication. Once done, the UNESCO
sub-booklet is removed as the ossuary pages unravel and unfold into two
souvenir posters.
The typography palette pairs
the ornate qualities of Sabbath Black
with the clean lines of Nimbus Sans,
alluding to the convergence of form
that takes place within the ossuary—
the organic maximalism of human
skeletons combined with the somber
geometry of Gothic architecture.

Booklet, 4.25"x11"
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Intro spread
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Historical timeline
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UNESCO spreads

The UNESCO sub-booklet reflects
the ossuary’s identity in a more
subdued, official manner. The typographic combination of geometric
sans-serif and organic blackletter
remains, however the latter is now
applied only to headings. The golden
accent is used as the primary color.

Intermediary spread
between the Ossuary
and UNESCO texts
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Intermediary spread
between the Ossuary
and UNESCO texts,
partially unfolded
to reveal one poster
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Photographic cutout
poster with memento mori text
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Illustrated poster
with church window
and dissected logo
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This series of magazine ads promotes a museum exhibit about Sedlec
Ossuary. The photographic content
is framed by the church window,
but split in half, causing the reader’s
engagement with the ad to begin with
a small moment of defamiliarization,
of unmet visual expectation. This act
draws attention to the significance
of the ad’s content itself—a unique
vision of the afterlife, an unexpected
form of the other side.

Series of magazine
ads for an exhibit
about the ossuary
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Heavenly Sounds
1 The NASA audio
collection is freely
available to the public. From the strange
music of planetary
radio emissions to
light waves converted
to sonic frequency,
the database contains
a variety of recordings from historic
spaceflights and current missions alike.

Heavenly Sounds is a web design project that constitutes a catalog of strange,
disturbing-yet-beautiful NASA recordings1 from outer space. The interface
is inspired by radars and radio dials, and the process of search and discovery.
Upon entering the site, the user is met with an almost-blank screen, containing only a slider and an expandable message directing to drag it, to look for
beauty in the void. Six sounds are hidden along the slider, each in its own area
of discovery. As the slider reaches each area, the corresponding sound plays
automatically, the sparse layout gives way to a cosmic landscape in motion,
and data about the sound is logged on the left side of the screen—informing
the user about the sound they are listening to, the recording date and spacecraft, and its origin’s distance from Earth, ranging from a couple hundred kilometers to 1470 light years.
When the user first enters the site, their starting position along the slider
is randomized. Thus the order each user discovers the sounds, and accordingly the order of their log, will be different. Similarly, the cosmic landscape
is randomized each time it appears, resulting in a variety of star size, distance
and formation—referencing the immeasurable vastness of outer space.

Website interface
(detail)
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Once a sound is logged, it may be listened to again at any time by clicking
its name in the log. Clicking the name
again stops the playback.

Bottom left:
User flow diagram
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Mediums
of Conjuring
1 Spiritualism is
a modern religious
movement first popularized in the mid
19th century. Its system of belief hinges
on supposed communication with the
spirits of the dead,
and the doctrine that
the spirit exists as
distinct from matter.

Mediums of Conjuring is a speculative exhibit on the junction of spiritualism1,
technology and art. It aims to highlight various tools and mediums employed
by 19th-century spiritualists, as well as the movement’s cultural legacy.
The exhibit is designed to be held at nighttime and span across the outdoor space of Providence’s Dexter Field Park, and the indoor space of the
adjacent Cranston Street Armory.
There are multiple parallels between our time and the 19th century—
heightened cultural awareness of mortality, accelerated emergence of new
technologies, and a resurging interest in spirituality and mysticism. In their
seances, spiritualist mediums claimed to conjure up spirits; in a way, exhibit,
whether dealing with the past, present or future, is an act of conjuring.

Render of exhibit
plan (detail)
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Outdoor
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Mediums of Conjuring

The exhibit’s opening section, which
spans its entire outdoor area, is dedicated to the work of three photographers—William Mumler, Frederick
Hudson and William Hope—who claimed to have the ability to visually capture the spirits of the dead. Through
what was at the time groundbreaking
manipulation of an already groundbreaking new medium, spirit photography held significant appeal and
emotional resonance.
The photographs are projected
on dark, translucent vertical surfaces
30 ft. tall and 20 ft. wide. Motionactivated, they fade in from the dark
when visitors approach.
The visitors walk upon a twisting
elevated ramp, constructed of transparent material to create a feeling of
floating. A glowing path is embedded
within the ramp to light the way.

This spread:
Outdoor section,
bird’s-eye view
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Next spread:
Spirit photography
by William Mumler
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Spirit photography
by Frederick Hudson,
who collaborated
closely with medium
Georgiana Houghton
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The armory is encased in black fabric, with the first eclipse ever caught
on film projected on its façade.
While the sun and moon have
figured in various spiritual and occult
beliefs throughout history, filming
the eclipse in 1900 wasn’t a spiritualist act in itself. This footage serves
to emphasize the immense impact
photography had on the era—allowing people to see, for the very first
time, that which up until that point
had remained unattainable. Viewing
spirit photography within the same
context, we can understand its vast
emotional and spiritual appeal.

The first eclipse
ever caught on film,
1900, projected
on Cranston Street
Armory’s façade
Spirit photography
by William Hope

William Hope aimed to show spirits
not only in a sterile studio environment, but against real life contexts
of funerals, seances and family settings, accentuating the emotional
significance of spirit photography
for its consumers.
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ii Indoor
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Continuing inside, the exhibit involves
four additional areas—three instances
of work produced by spiritualists, followed by a final section devoted to art
exemplifying spiritualism’s cultural
impact. The glowing path, embedded
within the floor, continues to guide
the visitors through the armory. While
the original architecture of the space
is preserved, temporary structures
intervene in the form of curved, semitransparent walls.

Indoor space,
bird’s-eye view
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Georgiana Houghton, a self-proclaimed medium active in England
in the 19th century, created these
‘spirit drawings’—vibrant, fluid watercolors, which she maintained were
guided by the spirits of the dead.
Her work preceded abstract art and
Surrealist automatism by decades.
Projected in highly enlarged
scale, each drawing fills a ‘pod’, allowing visitors to immerse themselves
completely in Houghton’s beautiful
chaos of form and color.

This spread
and next:
Visitors inside
projection pod
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In this segment, cones of sound hang
overhead, forming localized sound
fields. As they pass below each cone,
visitors can hear faint, spectral voices
reading aloud the writings of Joseph
Peace Hazard, a 19th-century Rhode
Island medium. Underneath, original
texts are displayed inside glass cases
mirroring the shape of the cones—
as above, so below.

Left:
The glowing path
guides visitors to
the cones of sound
Right:
Original texts are
displayed in coneshaped glass cases
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Theosophy is a religious occultist
movement established in the United
States during the 19th century.
Thought Forms, a book published
by the Theosophical Society in 1901,
was intended to showcase the observation of the substance of thought
using sets of abstract imagery created by theosophists Annie Bessant
and C.W. Leadbetter. These vibrant
forms were meant to convey abstract
intellectual concepts such as radiating affection, vague religious feeling,
or the intention to know.

Illustrations from
Thought Forms, 1901
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The final section of the exhibit showcases twenty-one works of art influenced by Spiritualism, spanning from
1883 to 1978—including Symbolist,
Surrealist, and Abstract art.
The visitors are now slowly eased
from the mystical ‘void’ into the ‘real
world’. The space is no longer entirely
dark, and the artworks are tangible,
physical originals rather than ghostly
projections or sounds.
Nevertheless, the air of mystical
wonder remains, from the soft, pale
gradient of the walls, to the glowing
path which still continues to guide the
visitors along the artworks, and eventually to the exit...
Back to reality.

Artworks below:
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Discs of Newton
František Kupka
1912
Electric Prisms
Sonia Delaunay
1914
Death and Life
Gustav Klimt
1915
Circles in a Circle
Vassily Kandinsky
1923
Automatic Drawing
Salvador Dali
1927

At the end of the second section,
a séance table awaits the visitors.
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Time is the substance I am made of. It is a river which sweeps
me along, but I am the river; it is a tiger which destroys me, but
I am the tiger; it is a fire which consumes me, but I am the fire.
—Jorge Luis Borges
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